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BEGINNER UNIT 3 (B2)



Activity group(s): 2 Number of exercises: 409



Beginner Unit 3a (22 activity (ies) 02:33:57) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



[You are on the subway.] We are going on vacation! 2 2 2



I love Florida! We are ready for California! Finally, South Carolina!



2



What do you like to do on vacation, Liz? In the morning, I like to wake up late. I like to go shopping in the morning. On vacation, I like to sleep in.



3



3 3 3



At night, I like to go dancing. At night, I like to go dancing. At night, I like to go dancing.



4 4 4



Are we late? Are we late? Are we late?



5 5 5



What about in the afternoon? In the afternoon, I like to read. I love to swim in the afternoon. After lunch, I like to visit the town.



4



Me too. I like to sleep in. I like to go running!



Hey, at what time does our plane leave? It leaves at 1:45 p.m. Our plane leaves at 3:30 p.m. At 2:00 p.m.
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5



What time is it now? 6 6 6



It's 12:15. Eleven o'clock, we're early. I don't know, I don't have a watch!



6



I hope the airport is close! There are two more stops. Yes, there is one more stop. It's not too far.



7



What are we doing this week? On Tuesday, we are going on a tour. We are going to a museum on Wednesday. There is a concert on Thursday.



8



8



Vacations are too short. Vacations are too short. Vacations are too short.



9 9 9



So we arrive in the evening. So we arrive in the evening. So we arrive in the evening.



10 10 10



8 8



How long is the trip? The trip is six hours long. Five hours long. It's four hours long.



10



And on Friday, we're going to the beach. And on Friday, we're going to the beach. And on Friday, we're going to the beach.



Are we coming back this weekend? No, we are returning on Monday. Yes, on Saturday morning. Our plane leaves on Sunday night.



9



7 7 7



We're at the airport, it's time to go! My suitcase is too heavy! There are a lot of people at the airport! Do we have our tickets?



Oh no! Yes, there are. Yes, I have them.



Keywords Days of the week [21 word(s)] day
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today yesterday tomorrow Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday seven-day week weekend two-week birthday happy birthday day off Independence Day have a nice day see you tomorrow



Sentence Pronunciation Days of the week [17 sentence(s)] Sunday brunch is a tradition! On Tuesday, we are going on a tour. We are going to a museum on Wednesday. There is a concert on Thursday. No, we are returning on Monday. Yes, on Saturday morning. Our plane leaves on Sunday night. See you tomorrow! I know Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. I forgot what's before Saturday! The best day is Sunday! I also know Thursday, that's when I play tennis. No! I know all the days of the week! Yes, it's Wednesday... hmm... Just one week. Two weeks. I'm leaving on Tuesday.



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



The verb 'to have'
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2



The simple present and the present continuous
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3



The future



Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (be)



I will be



Francine (go)



Francine will go



the train (have)



the train will have



they (wish)



they will wish they'll wish



I (come)



I will come I'll come



you (sit)



you will sit you'll sit



she (stay)



she will stay she'll stay



The future



Auxiliaries
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Transitive and intransitive verbs
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2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (be)



I will be



Jenny and Samuel (be)



Jenny and Samuel will be



we (meet)



we will meet we'll meet



he (recognize)



he will recognize he'll recognize



I (invite)



I will invite I'll invite



Mr. Timson (look)



Mr. Timson will look



you (have)



you will have you'll have



The future



Auxiliaries



Modal auxiliaries



Verbs with a reflexive or reciprocal meaning



Words and Functions [5 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. We are going to Florida on vacation! The plane leaves at 8 o'clock on Friday morning. We can go to the beach in the afternoon, and then go dancing at night. The best part is that in the morning, we can wake up late. Prepositions of time at on in at in



2



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. For this year's vacation, we are staying in a five-star hotel. We are enjoying delicious meals every day, but we are spending too much money. I think next year we will rent an apartment. I will look at some travel brochures to find one. It will be nice to cook our own meals for a change. Present continuous are staying are enjoying



are spending



Indicative future simple will look will be will rent
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3



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. My mother shops for groceries every week. She plans out the week's meals and then makes a list of the ingredients she will need. I like going shopping with her. I read off each item on her list and we push our cart down the aisles together. Possessive determiners My her our Subject pronouns she I I She



4



we



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. On Fridays we go to the grocery store. The lines at the checkout counters are shorter in the morning. The cereal is in the 'breakfast foods' aisle. At lunchtime, I eat cheese sandwiches. The cheese is in the 'dairy foods' section. Prepositions of time On in At Prepositions of place at in in to



5



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. The shopping cart is full. I am waiting in line while my mother gets one last item. She is looking for my sister's favorite ice cream. The cashier is ringing up our groceries. Finally, my mother arrives with the ice cream. Present indicative is gets arrives Present continuous is looking for am waiting



is ringing up



Fill-in-the-Blanks [8 exercises] 1



I can't see, I don't have my glasses! I'll stay until a quarter to eight. I always get up at seven. I don't know how to say it in English. It's also hard not to mix up the 'G' and the 'J'!
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2



I go to the movies on Saturdays. There are three of us. 'W' is hard to pronounce. Your birthday's in November. What's after July? Prepositions of time



3



Which is your favorite season? How many people are with you? What time is it? When is your birthday? Interrogative words



4



'Which' - 'What'



I have to be at the theater in half an hour. Six o'clock ! Time to go! Is it a quarter past seven? I always wake up at six. 'Hour' - 'Time' - 'O'clock'



5



Time



Prepositions of time



Sit down then! You'd better start this dialogue all over again. See you tomorrow ! I forgot what's before Saturday! 'Had better' - 'Would rather'



6



I have to go to my gym class. I prefer winter and snow . Don't take hours ! When is your birthday ? Impersonal verbs
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7



In the morning, we go to school. Lunch is at noon. On Saturdays, I like going to the park. The best time to go is after eating lunch. Prepositions of time



8



At four o'clock she plays tennis. That's hours from now! We're going to the movies in an hour . What time is it now? 'Hour' - 'Time' - 'O'clock'



Time



Sentence Practice [3 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do you speak Japanese?



No, I don't speak Japanese.



Can you count?



No, I can't count. No, I cannot count. No, we can't count. No, we cannot count.



Are you at home?



No, I'm not at home. No, I am not at home. No, we're not at home. No, we aren't at home. No, we are not at home.



Is he with you?



No, he isn't with me. No, he's not with me. No, he isn't with us. No, he's not with us. No, he is not with me. No, he is not with us.



The negative form
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2



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do you speak Japanese? Is summer their favorite?



No, summer isn't their favorite. No, summer is not their favorite. No, summer's not their favorite. No, it isn't their favorite. No, it is not their favorite. No, it's not their favorite.



Is it her birthday?



No, it isn't her birthday. No, it is not her birthday. No, it's not her birthday.



Do you like movies?



No, I don't like movies. No, I do not like movies. No, we don't like movies. No, we do not like movies.



Contraction of 'to be'



3



No, I don't speak Japanese.



The negative form



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do you speak Japanese?



No, I don't speak Japanese.



Is today Friday?



No, today isn't Friday. No, today is not Friday. No, today's not Friday.



Does Jon work hard?



No, Jon doesn't work hard. No, Jon does not work hard. No, he doesn't work hard. No, he does not work hard.



Do one and one make three?



No, one and one don't make three. No, one and one do not make three.



Contraction of 'to be'
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Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



My favorite season is summer. It is warm all the time. I love to play tennis. I get up early and go to the gym. It's the best season. Verbs: reactions and preferences



2



1 2 3 4 5



Irregular superlatives



Bob wears glasses. He can't see if he isn't wearing them. He is always looking for them. He always leaves them in his bedroom. But he never forgets to put on his watch. Subject pronouns Verbs without a continuous form The present continuous The near future: BE + ING Adverbs of time Construction of compound nouns 'Ever' - 'Never'



3



1 2 3 4 5



Hurry up! What time is it? It's a quarter to six. I'll stay until a quarter to eight. We have to be there in half an hour. 'Hour' - 'Time' - 'O'clock'



Time



'Till' - 'Until'



Prepositions of time



Phonetics Exercise [9 phoneme(s)]



d



Florida don't Thursday Do



z



visit is Tuesday hours



m



I'm woman morning much them small tomorrow



n



hundred seventeen ten isn't winter Wednesday



aj



I'm nine my I right July time



ow



know



don't alone no October
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N



living working standing kneeling spring joking



f



knife five first prefer fall after before half



B



also August walk



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Which is your favorite season? I prefer winter and snow. I hate fall. I love spring and summer.



2



2 2 2



In the summer, that's nice.



5 5 3



When's your birthday? It's in July. On September 24th. I don't know how to say it in English.



3



Me too. Why? It has nice colors! When it's warm!



Is it in January? February? March? April? May? June? 4 5 4



No, it isn't. In February, yes. What's after July?



4



August? Yes, my birthday's in August. No, after October. No, it's in December.



5



Oh! Your birthday's in November!



5 5 5



Do you also know all the days of the week? I know Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. I forgot what's before Saturday! The best day is Sunday!
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That's only half of it! It's Friday.



7 8 6
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6



Is that the only day you know? I also know Thursday, that's when I play tennis. Yes, it is! No! I know all the days of the week!



7



I'm glad!



9 9 9



Just a minute!



9 9 10



No. Don't take hours!



10 11 10



Oh dear!



11 12 11



My watch has stopped! Mine is working! Look at the clock, then! And I've lost my watch!



11



Yes!



What time is it? Six o'clock! Time to go! Is it a quarter past seven? Let me see...



10



Good!



It's Thursday today. Hey! I have to go to my gym class! I know... And what time is it?



9



7 8 8



I go to the movies on Saturdays. Oh, do you? I don't. Me too!



8



I see!



It's a quarter to seven. 15 15 13



I have to be at the theater in half an hour! The clock says eight thirty! I'll stay until a quarter to eight.
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12



I can't see, I don't have my glasses! No watch, no glasses! Are these your glasses? You can't see me then?



13



Poor me! Oh yes! Thank you very much! But I can hear you!



Yes, don't work until midnight! No, I won't! I usually work late. I'm not working!



14



14 15 15



But you can get up early! I always get up at seven. Oh no! I can't do that! I'll try...



15



15 15 15



I hope you can say the date and the time correctly now! Yes, it's Wednesday... hmm... It's Tuesday, January 5th. Well. I'll have to think first.



16



15 15 15



It's Thursday! Yes, very good! Oh no!



16 16



You'd better start this dialogue all over again! I was joking! I know the date and the time! Oh... This is hard! All right! See you tomorrow!



I prefer to hear that! I'll help you! Bye!



Word Pronunciation Months & seasons [22 word(s)] calendar January February March April May June July August September October November
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December month a year leap year New Year's Eve season winter spring summer fall



Sentence Pronunciation Calendar [13 sentence(s)] It's Tuesday, January 5th. I am free on February the 15th. I can start in April. My plane will land in Boston on April the 2nd. The company needs them in May. I need them in June. The last two weeks in June. It's in July. I would like to arrive on August the 1st. My birthday is in August. September the 1st in the afternoon, please. I'd like the car on October 16th. No, it's in December.



Keywords Weather & seaons [25 word(s)] summertime sun sunset sunny to sunbathe (v.) to get sunburned sunshine come rain or come shine to travel (v.) on vacation to vacation (v.) vacation spring time autumn weather snow snowfall cloudless rain to rain (v.) temperature cold hot warm to freeze (v.)
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Sentence Pronunciation Seasons [13 sentence(s)] On vacation, I like to sleep in. In the afternoon, I like to read. I love to swim in the afternoon. After lunch, I like to visit the town. The trip is six hours long. I prefer winter and snow. No! It's cold! I hate fall. I love spring and summer. It's not very hot. Do you still have villas available for this summer? There we go. The beginning of our vacation! Yes, let's go to the beach!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1 winter spring summer fall



2 Monday Wednesday Tuesday Sunday Friday



3 spring winter snow rain
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4 fall winter summer spring



5 summer fall winter a river a townhouse



6 winter hiking water-skiing spring summer fall



Fill-in-the-Blanks [4 exercises] 1



At the beach, you can swim . We can dance at the nightclub. In the morning, I like to sleep . After lunch, they like to shop in the town.



2



I wake up at seven o'clock. On Tuesday, we're going to the museum. She likes to read in the morning. Prepositions of time
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3



My plane leaves at 2:15 pm . The concert begins at seven o'clock . Our tour is two hours long. Patricia is one hour late .



4



The museum is too far from here. The trip is two hours long. We are going to take the train. 'Too' - 'Too much'



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Which is your favorite season? I prefer winter and snow. I hate fall. I love spring and summer. I forgot what's before Saturday! In my bedroom. It's with "teen" up to nineteen, isn't it? Fifty. You can't see me then?



2



Me too. Why? It has nice colors! When it's warm! It's Friday.



2



Yes, that's right. No, it's seventy. But I can hear you!



When's your birthday? It's in July. On September 24th. I don't know how to say it in English. It's thirty-eight. In my bedroom. The best day is Sunday! Oh... This is hard! In the bathroom.
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In the summer, that's nice.



5 5 3



Wrong. It's twenty-seven.



I'll help you! You learn English in the bathroom?
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3



Is it in January? February? March? April? May? June? No, it isn't. In February, yes. What's after July? In my bedroom. Let's try! It must be nine hundred and eighty-nine. One hundred! No! I know all the days of the week!



4



5 5 Oh! Your birthday's in November! I prefer to hear that! Well done. But I can hear you! Yes, it is.



Do you also know all the days of the week? I know Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. I forgot what's before Saturday! The best day is Sunday! T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y. You can't see me then? The clock says eight thirty! No, I won't! Mine is working!



6



All right. No! Nine hundred and ninety-nine! Wrong! It's seventy! Good!



August? Yes, my birthday's in August. No, it's in December. No, after October. I'm alone. I was joking! I know the date and the time! T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y. You can't see me then? "W" is hard to pronounce too!



5



4 5 4



That's only half of it! It's Friday.



7 8



Well done. But I can hear you!



Is that the only day you know? I also know Thursday, that's when I play tennis. Yes, it is! No! I know all the days of the week! It's in July. Is it a quarter past seven? I'll stay until a quarter to eight. Ten! In February, yes.
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I see!



7 8 8



Good! In the summer, that's nice. No. NINE, ten!
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7



I go to the movies on Saturdays. Oh, do you? I don't. Me too! I hate fall. I'm not working! It's thirty-eight. Fifty. I don't know how to say it in English.



8



Yes!



9 9 9



I'm glad! Why? It has nice colors! Wrong. It's twenty-seven. No, it's seventy.



It's Thursday today. Hey! I have to go to my gym class! I know... And what time is it? Let's see... Three hundred and one? Seventy. A, B, C, D, E, F, G...



9 9 Just a minute! No! Two hundred and ninety-six. Right! H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z!



In the living room. Oh no! I can't do that!



9



What time is it? Six o'clock! Time to go! Is it a quarter past seven? Let me see... I'm not working! Are these your glasses? Let's see... Three hundred and one? Twenty-seven. You can't see me then?



10



10 11 10



No. Don't take hours! Oh yes! Thank you very much! No! Two hundred and ninety-six. That's right. But I can hear you!



My watch has stopped! Mine is working! Look at the clock, then! And I've lost my watch! In the bathroom. I'm alone. At home. Yes, it's very easy. I'm not working!
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11 12 Oh dear! You learn English in the bathroom?
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11



It's a quarter to seven. I have to be at the theater in half an hour! The clock says eight thirty! I'll stay until a quarter to eight. I know! It's two hundred and five. No! I know all the days of the week! It's two hundred and ninety-six. It must be nine hundred and eighty-nine. It's Tuesday, January 5th.



12



Poor me! Oh yes! Thank you very much! But I can hear you!



15 15 15



No! Say "nine", ten...



Yes, don't work until midnight! No, I won't! I usually work late. I'm not working! I was joking! I know the date and the time! Nine... No, it's in December. No, tell me. In my bedroom.



14



No! You can't count! Good! Yes. No! Nine hundred and ninety-nine! Yes, very good!



I can't see, I don't have my glasses! No watch, no glasses! Are these your glasses? You can't see me then? I don't know how to say it in English. Knife! No, it isn't. In February, yes. No, it's in December.



13



15 15



14 15 15 I prefer to hear that! Ten... It's T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y.



But you can get up early! I always get up at seven. Oh no! I can't do that! I'll try... Sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen... One hundred! I forgot what's before Saturday! Oh, do you? I'm kneeling.
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15 15 15 Twenty! Wrong! It's seventy! It's Friday. Yes! That's not comfortable!
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15



I hope you can say the date and the time correctly now! Yes, it's Wednesday... hmm... It's Tuesday, January 5th. Well. I'll have to think first. On September 24th. I prefer winter and snow. I'm alone. Do you say "thirteen"? T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y.



16



It's Thursday! Yes, very good! Oh no!



16 16



Me too. Yes, "thirteen". Well done.



You'd better start this dialogue all over again! I was joking! I know the date and the time! Oh... This is hard! All right! See you tomorrow! Fifty. Me too! No, I'm standing. I know! It's two hundred and five. I don't know, tell me.



I prefer to hear that! I'll help you! Bye! No, it's seventy. I'm glad! Sit down, then! No! You can't count! It's nine hundred and ninety-nine.



Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (There is / There are) a train at 3:00.



There is a train at 3:00.



(There is / There are) a lot of beaches in California.



There are a lot of beaches in California.



(There is / There are) six more hours.



There are six more hours.



(There is / There are) a trip to Florida.



There is a trip to Florida. There's a trip to Florida.



'There is' - 'There are'
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: The plane leaves (at / on) 2:30 p.m.



The plane leaves at 2:30 p.m.



I go swimming (at / on) Tuesdays.



I go swimming on Tuesdays.



She likes to watch TV (at / in) night.



She likes to watch TV at night.



Their vacation is (in / on) April.



Their vacation is in April. Their vacation's in April.



Prepositions of time



3



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Your sister is old.



Your sister is too old.



The beach is far.



The beach is too far.



Your table is long.



Your table is too long. Your table's too long.



His pants are big.



His pants are too big.



'Too' - 'Too much'



4



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: How long is the trip? (three hours)



The trip is three hours long.



How long is her vacation? (six days)



Her vacation is six days long. It is six days long. It's six days long.



How long is the movie? (two hours)



The movie is two hours long. It is two hours long. It's two hours long.



How long is their tour? (forty-five minutes)



Their tour is forty-five minutes long. It is forty-five minutes long. It's forty-five minutes long.



'How long'



'Hour' - 'Time' - 'O'clock'
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Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



in the morning on Monday at night in the evening in the spring on the weekend Prepositions of time



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



There is a concert. There are tours. There is a plane. There are people. There is an airport. There are two beaches. 'There is' - 'There are'



3



1 2 3 4 5 6



to sleep to dance to go shopping to swim to visit to wake up



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



[You are on the subway.] We are going on vacation! 2 2 2



I love Florida! We are ready for California! Finally, South Carolina!



2



What do you like to do on vacation, Liz? In the morning, I like to wake up late. I like to go shopping in the morning. On vacation, I like to sleep in.
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Me too. I like to sleep in. I like to go running!



3 3 3
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3



What about in the afternoon? In the afternoon, I like to read. I love to swim in the afternoon. After lunch, I like to visit the town.



4



4 4 4



Are we late? Are we late? Are we late?



5 5 5



Hey, at what time does our plane leave? It leaves at 1:45 p.m. Our plane leaves at 3:30 p.m. At 2:00 p.m.



5



At night, I like to go dancing. At night, I like to go dancing. At night, I like to go dancing.



What time is it now? It's 12:15. Eleven o'clock, we're early. I don't know, I don't have a watch!



6



6 6 6



I hope the airport is close! There are two more stops. Yes, there is one more stop. It's not too far.



7



What are we doing this week? On Tuesday, we are going on a tour. We are going to a museum on Wednesday. There is a concert on Thursday.



8



7 7 7



And on Friday, we're going to the beach. And on Friday, we're going to the beach. And on Friday, we're going to the beach.



8



Vacations are too short. Vacations are too short. Vacations are too short.



9 9 9



8 8



Are we coming back this weekend? No, we are returning on Monday. Yes, on Saturday morning. Our plane leaves on Sunday night.
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9



How long is the trip? The trip is six hours long. Five hours long. It's four hours long.



10



So we arrive in the evening. So we arrive in the evening. So we arrive in the evening.



10 10 10



We're at the airport, it's time to go! My suitcase is too heavy! There are a lot of people at the airport! Do we have our tickets?



Oh no! Yes, there are. Yes, I have them.



Beginner Unit 3b (15 activity (ies) 01:42:27) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



An ad ended up in your mailbox, offering promotions on rented villas by the seashore for this summer. You decide to call and find out more about them. 2 3 2



Hello? I'm calling about your villas. Do you still have villas available for this summer? Could you give me some information on your villas?



2



What do you need exactly? Something big enough for a family of seven. A nice summer villa! A villa by the sea, for August.



3



3 3 4



For which month? For July. The last two weeks in June. Would the first week of August be possible?
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4 5 5



I guess so.
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4



For how long? Two weeks. Three weeks if possible. Just one week.



5



I'll check for you.



7 7 7



I think it is.



8 9 10



Yes, the kitchen is separate, but it has a little window which opens onto the dining room. So you don't have to walk miles to clear the table? Is it brand new? How many bedrooms are there?



9



And it's also near the shops.



The villa has a large living room with a dining space and a small kitchen. Is the kitchen separate? Is the kitchen fully equipped? What about the bedrooms?



8



6 7 7



There's a terrace.



And you're closer to the tennis courts and children's playgrounds. That's fine, then! What are the rooms like? Yes, and how big is the villa?



7



5 5 5



We have three small villas and a big one left. But the big one is ten minutes' walk from the sea. That doesn't matter. Does it have a veranda or a small garden? Well, if that's all you have.



6



Let me see. No, it's only for two weeks at a time.



No!



10 9 10



Yes, it's brand new with fitted units. All the villa kitchens are very convenient. You have everything you need. Even a microwave oven? Is there a freezer too? Does it have a dishwasher?
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Yes, even a microwave oven. No, there isn't. Yes, it does.
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10 10 10



10



The larger villa has three bedrooms. One has a double bed, I suppose. What are they like? How many beds are there altogether?



11



How many beds do the small villas have?



Yes.



14 14 14



It is definitely enough for seven people. Only five.



14 14 14



You also have cupboards and chests. It's simple but very practical furniture. That's what we need for our vacation! Is there also a washing machine? What about the bathroom?



15



14 14 12



There are seven beds altogether, but you also have the sofa bed in the living room. Yes, that seems all right. That sounds big enough.



14



Yes, there is one.



You normally have to bring your own linen, but it can be supplied, if necessary. Can you also provide towels? Yes, that's much handier! We don't want to bring sheets and pillowcases!



13



11 11 13



One bedroom has a double bed, another has three single beds, and the small bedroom has a bunk bed. Is there a sofa bed in the lounge? Yes, that makes seven. Do we have to bring our own sheets?



12



Yes.



I bet! 15 There's a nice big one.



No, there is no washing machine, but there's a laundromat not too far. There's no dryer either? Can you keep the villa for us? This is quick, but we'll take the villa!



No, there isn't. Yes, I'll do that. All right!



Keywords Rooms in a house [28 word(s)] home house 
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townhouse apartment villa mansion bathroom bedroom dining room living room kitchen closet hall lounge library garage downstairs upstairs roof on under in in front of behind next to between inside outside



Sentence Pronunciation Where in the house? [19 sentence(s)] Hello Derek, welcome to my home! That's fabulous! The place is gorgeous! How many bedrooms are there? There's one downstairs and one upstairs. What about the bathroom? No, it's the yellow door by the living room. Is the kitchen separate? Is the kitchen fully equipped? Is it on the right? Yes, by the bedroom. It's on the right, not the left. At the end of the corridor on the right? Yes, but close the closet now, Tommy. No, I have an apartment. The color of the carpet is horrible! Does it have a veranda or a small garden? Yes, with a backyard. At home. In the garage.



Phonetics Exercise [12 phoneme(s)]



t



tradition downstairs toast sit table today



k



think ask thank backyard dark skirt
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O



think theater thirty birthday's Thursday three bathroom thirteen



I



it's in this kitchen six is fifty



A



sharpener are car garage hard smart



Q



sharpener shelf brush sheet



Q



sheets dishwasher machine brochure dish



tQ



kitchen much beach



dZ



just July June lounge gorgeous sponges



r



are altogether garden bedrooms separate corkscrew



b



big bed brand double bathroom fabulous wastebasket



eI



they microwave table available information makes play



Word Order with speech recognition [10 exercises] 1



is the kitchen upstairs is the kitchen upstairs or



2



we eat lunch in the dining we eat lunch in the dining room.



3



The four seasons of the The four seasons of the year are
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or downstairs? downstairs?



room.



year are spring, summer, spring, summer fall and winter



fall



and



winter
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4



everyone everyone



looks at looks at the



the clock on New Year's clock on New Year's Eve



Eve.



Prepositions of time



5



July 4th is Independence Day in the United July 4th is Independence Day in the United States



6



Polar bears prefer winter snow to summer Polar bears prefer winter snow to summer heat.



States.



heat.



Verbs without a continuous form



7



while on vacation, you have to leave your dog while on vacation, you have to leave your dog in a kennel.



8



would you prefer renting would you prefer renting a villa



a villa or or camping?



in



a



kennel.



camping?



Questions without interrogative words Use of the present conditional Verbs: reactions and preferences Verbs without a continuous form



9



fairy tale mansions always fairy tale mansions always have



have big gardens with big gardens with flowers.



flowers.



Adverbs of time



10



Drawers can mean two things: pieces of furniture or Drawers can mean two things: pieces of furniture or underwear.



underwear.



Verbs without a continuous form



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [16 exercises] 1 a house an apartment a studio a garage a mansion a chateau
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2 a backyard a park an island a beach a road a farm



3 an apartment furniture a kitchen a bathroom a refrigerator a closet



4 a bathroom a garage a bedroom a living room a dining room a kitchen



5 a living room an office a kitchen a bedroom a dining room a bathroom



6 a kitchen a bedroom a bathroom a den a garage an office
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7 a bedroom a bathroom a WC a den a kitchen a dining room



8 a double bed a single bed a mattress a pillows linen bedding



9 a sofa a single bed a chair an armchair a seat a mattress



10 a cupboard a drawer a sink cutlery an oven a dishwasher



11 a washing machine a dryer a microwave a toaster an oven a refrigerator
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12 a bathroom a kitchen a backyard a bedroom a living room a dining room



13 a vacuum cleaner a vegetable peeler a broom a nut cracker a knife sharpener a mop



14 a dresser an armoire a bed a mirror a cupboard a drawer



15 a light bulb an idea a match a candle a lamp a flashlight



16 a TV set a table a couch a CD holder a radiator a radio
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Keywords Things in /around a home [61 word(s)] bath shower sink basin cabinet furniture piece of furniture sofa armchair picture seat dining space table chair dresser bed double bed bunk bed sofa bed folding bed computer desk drawer freezer dishwasher washing machine drier dryer cupboard refrigerator stove microwave oven oven driveway garden pet light bulb flashlight photo telephone TV (television) equipment lawn lawn mower tree yard rosebush insect ant spider bee beetle wasp cockroach stick vacuum cleaner broom
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mop sponge curtain blind



Sentence Pronunciation Around the house [18 sentence(s)] Yes, can you help me with the chairs? No thanks, you can sit down on the sofa. And it has four large windows! We have a long table for dinner parties. They're my house keys! So you don't have to walk miles to clear the table? Is it brand new? Even a microwave oven? Is there a freezer too? Does it have a dishwasher? One has a double bed, I suppose. Is there a sofa bed in the lounge? Look! There's another folding bed here! How many beds do the small villas have? Is there also a washing machine? There's no dryer either? And there's a portable TV set! This lamp doesn't work.



Fill-in-the-Blanks [7 exercises] 1



Usually, they eat in the kitchen. But today, they are eating in the dining room. In general, people have brunch on Sundays. They are having brunch now. The simple present and the present continuous



2



There is a museum at the end of the street. There is a bakery between the grocery store and the bank. The coffee shop is behind the bookstore. We take walks in the park. Prepositions of place
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3



Where are the scissors? Next to a book. Where's your car? In the garage. What is this? It's a pencil. Interrogative words



4



Prepositions of place



I need a comb. Do you have one ? What is this ? It's a pencil. Where is it ? On my desk. Good idea ! Yes, I think so . Use of the pronoun 'one'



5



Will you be home later? That sure is a pretty house . Is anyone at home? Which of those houses do you like? 'Home' - 'House'



6



Prepositions of place



My car is parked in the garage. There's a bird on the roof! You can call me at home later. The rug under your desk is lovely. The pen is between the pencil and the notebook. Prepositions of place



7



Does the kitchen have a dishwasher ? Yes, it does. The larger villa has three bedrooms . One is with a double bed, I imagine. Yes. One bedroom has a double bed , another has three single beds , and the small bedroom has a bunk bed.
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Cultural Texts [1 cultural text(s)] 1



Death Valley Death Valley / national park / difficult weather conditions / average yearly rainfall / lowest point / Badwater Basin / sea level / highest point / the Pioneers / shortcut



Death Valley Death Valley is an area in California that was declared a national park in 1933. It covers over 3,000 square miles, but it is famous for its difficult weather conditions. Temperatures are very high. The highest temperature recorded was 134 °F, in 1913. There isn't much rain, either. The average yearly rainfall in Death Valley is just two inches! The lowest point of the valley is at Badwater Basin. It is also the lowest point in the Western hemisphere, three hundred feet below sea level. The park's highest point is at Telescope Peak, in the Panamint Range Mountains. The Panamint Indians were the first to live in the valley. On Christmas Day, 1849, the Pioneers arrived, looking for a shortcut on their search for gold. They hadn't expected the hard conditions, and as they were leaving, they sang 'Good-bye Death Valley,' giving the area its name. It is best to visit Death Valley in the winter, as conditions are only for the adventurous in the summer!



Riddles [1 exercises] 1



Which area in California was declared a national park in 1933? Death Valley Hints: It covers over 3,000 square miles. It is famous for its extreme weather. It is a valley. Cultural text: Death Valley (Geography )



Word Pronunciation Travel [28 word(s)] to travel by boat bus car plane train on tour on vacation on business
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for pleasure business-class foreign domestic alone with family boss friend child adult five-star hotel hotel reservation airport train station



Keywords Travel Plans [37 word(s)] to visit (v.) Florida club nightclub country countryside beach seashore zoo to bring back (v.) brochure memory to see (v.) animal crowd to plan on doing sth something interesting else to dance (v.) to swim (v.) to go (v.) water-skiing camping fishing hiking hunting skydiving walking to go shopping not . . . anything nothing to take (v.) luggage suitcase credit card money
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Dictation [4 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



I need a pencil. Do you have one? Yes, look on my desk. Where is your desk? In my bedroom, next to the bathroom. I see it now. Use of the pronoun 'one'



2



1 2 3 4 5



Construction of compound nouns



Look, there's a blue butterfly on the chair! Yes, it's very nice. Look, behind you! What is it? It's a big, fat wasp! Contraction of 'to be'



Prepositions of place



3



1 2 3 4 5



We have a dog, a cat and two rabbits at home. They live in our backyard. The dog stays in the kennel. The cat likes the roof. The rabbits hate the dog.



4



1 2 3 4 5 6



Do you want to go to the movies? All right, what time is it? It's eight o'clock now. We have to go soon. Where's your car? It's outside in the street. Direct and indirect questions Contraction of 'to be'



'Hour' - 'Time' - 'O'clock'



Time



Adverbs of time



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



An ad ended up in your mailbox, offering promotions on rented villas by the seashore for this summer. You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. Do you still have villas available for this summer? Could you give me some information on your villas?
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2 3 2
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2



What do you need exactly? 3 3 4



Something big enough for a family of seven. A nice summer villa! A villa by the sea, for August.



3



For which month? For July. The last two weeks in June. Would the first week of August be possible?



4



5 5 5



6 7 7



There's a terrace.



And you're closer to the tennis courts and children's playgrounds. That's fine, then! What are the rooms like? Yes, and how big is the villa?



7



Let me see. No, it's only for two weeks at a time.



We have three small villas and a big one left. But the big one is ten minutes' walk from the sea. That doesn't matter. Does it have a veranda or a small garden? Well, if that's all you have.



6



I guess so.



For how long? Two weeks. Three weeks if possible. Just one week.



5



4 5 5



And it's also near the shops. I'll check for you.



7 7 7



The villa has a large living room with a dining space and a small kitchen. Is the kitchen separate? Is the kitchen fully equipped? What about the bedrooms?
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I think it is.



8 9 10
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8



Yes, the kitchen is separate, but it has a little window which opens onto the dining room. So you don't have to walk miles to clear the table? Is it brand new? How many bedrooms are there?



9



Yes.



11 11 13



Yes, there is one.



14 14 12



You normally have to bring your own linen, but it can be supplied, if necessary. Can you also provide towels? Yes, that's much handier! We don't want to bring sheets and pillowcases!



13



10 10 10



One bedroom has a double bed, another has three single beds, and the small bedroom has a bunk bed. Is there a sofa bed in the lounge? Yes, that makes seven. Do we have to bring our own sheets?



12



Yes, even a microwave oven. No, there isn't. Yes, it does.



The larger villa has three bedrooms. One has a double bed, I suppose. What are they like? How many beds are there altogether?



11



10 9 10



Yes, it's brand new with fitted units. All the villa kitchens are very convenient. You have everything you need. Even a microwave oven? Is there a freezer too? Does it have a dishwasher?



10



No!



Yes.



14 14 14



There are seven beds altogether, but you also have the sofa bed in the living room. Yes, that seems all right. That sounds big enough. How many beds do the small villas have?
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It is definitely enough for seven people. Only five.
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14 14 14



14



You also have cupboards and chests. It's simple but very practical furniture. That's what we need for our vacation! Is there also a washing machine? What about the bathroom?



15



I bet! 15 There's a nice big one.



No, there is no washing machine, but there's a laundromat not too far. There's no dryer either? Can you keep the villa for us? This is quick, but we'll take the villa!
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No, there isn't. Yes, I'll do that. All right!
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